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Design of a new era

Woodio Wall
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Woodio Wall120 
in Pollar.

Design of a new era

Woodio Wall is made for modern interior 

designers and DIY lovers. Woodio Wall 

decorative panel gives interior surfaces a stone-

like impression without the burden of stone, 

allowing you to create unique visual décor from 

traditional to contemporary interiors. 

The subtle texture of the Woodio® material won’t 

steal all the attention yet it charms together 

with the rest of your interiors. Use creatively, for 

example, as a decorative interior wall panel, table 

top, bed headboard or as a kitchen backsplash. 

Your imagination is the limit!W
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A warm tone of white with
a slight silver undertone.

An elegant charcoal tone of black
with a hint of smokey blue.

An organic and harmonious tone of
undyed Natural Aspen.

Polar CharNatural

Available in Woodio Core colours

Woodio Wall120
in Char black as a kitchen 
backsplash.
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Woodio Wall120 
in Natural.

Easy to work with

The Woodio Wall panel is easy to cut, install and 

work with. Normal wood working tools and fixing 

methods can be used, no special skills or tools 

are needed. 

The surface of the panel is water resistant, easy 

to keep clean and it can withstand heat and 

impact. Suitable for most private and commercial 

interiors, for details see product specifications. V
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Wall120

L

D

H

Wall

Dimensions L 1197mm x H 597mm x D 6mm (lenght  x height x depth), totalling 0,714 m²

Material Woodio® solid wood composite with water-, UV-, scratch- and dirt resistant 
coating. Heat resistant 120°C up to 1 hour.

Weight 5 kg / panel

Declared performance M1 classifi cation with a fi re class F (no performance determined).

Colours Natural, Polar, Char

Installation Easy installation. Woodio Wall panel can be sawed and worked into needed 
dimensions. Woodio Wall requires a dry, clean and even surface to be installed on. 
Most construction adhesives or epoxy mortars can be used. 

The package contains installation instructions.

Decorative interior panel only, not suitable for bathrooms.
Not suitable for use in the vicinity of gas or wood stoves. 

Natural

Polar Char

Woodio Wall120
in Polar white.
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Easy to cut, install and work with. The panel can 
be cut with a appropriate saw. Simple and easy to 
read installation instructions are included with the 
package.

Easy to keep clean. If necessary, clean with a 
dampened soft cloth and mild non-abrasive dish 
detergent or soap. That’s it!

Minimal carbon footprint. Our production does not 
require water or energy-intensive phases. Material 
serves as a CO2 storage. Burn as energy at the end 
of the products lifecycle. No landfill waste.

One panel, many uses. Woodio Wall is durable, 
water resistant, heat and impact resistant. Now 
you can create a stone-like impression without the 
burden of stone.

Lightweight compared to traditional stone or 
ceramic tile materials. This helps us reduce 
emissions also in logistics.

Versatile

Sustainable

Lightweight

Easy care

Quick to install
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Yes, it’s wood.

Woodio Oy

www.woodio.fi

woodio@woodio.fi

@woodiodesign


